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Compare & Contrast: The Book and You

Think about the characters in the book: personality, physical traits, language, food, and interests. 
What do you notice about the characters? Do you have anything in common? Is there anything 
extremely different between the two of you? Fill out the Venn Diagram below thinking about these 
similarities and differences. 

Characters in the Book You

Similarities
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Compare & Contrast: The Book and You (Part 2)

Think about the setting in the book: neighborhood, community, home, climate, and era. What do you 
see in the book? What do you see in your own world? Fill out the Venn Diagram below with these 
similarities and differences. 

Setting  in the Book You

Similarities

Compare & Contrast: The Book and You (Part 3)

Draw a small sketch below combining the two settings described above.  For example, draw your house (hom) in 
the era the story is set in or draw the climate of the setting mixed with your neighborhood. 
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Familiar & New

How does it feel to find familiar things in the text? How do you feel when you figure out you have 
something in common with the story?
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How does it feel to find unfamiliar things in the book?

Circle all that apply

love (q’at)      great (dret-ɬush)    sad (sik-tǝmtǝm)            

included      embarrassed      angry (saliks)

emotional      frustrated      proud (yulɬiɬ)    

excluded      alone  (khǝltǝs-nayka)      happy (ɬush-tǝmtǝm)      

disappointed         other      surprised (tlay-tǝmtǝm)

hope (nawitka-tǝmtǝm●r)      interested 

     

     

Explain 1-2 of the feelings you chose

Explain 1-2 of the feelings you choseCircle all that apply

What did you notice in the book that feels unfamiliar in your own school, home, or community?

love (q’at)      great (dret-ɬush)    sad (sik-tǝmtǝm)            

included      embarrassed      angry (saliks)

emotional      frustrated      proud (yulɬiɬ)    

excluded      alone  (khǝltǝs-nayka)      happy (ɬush-tǝmtǝm)      

disappointed         other      surprised (tlay-tǝmtǝm)

hope (nawitka-tǝmtǝm●r)      interested 


